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Eulidean TSP - Karp's Partitioning ShemeThe Metri TSPGiven n points and distanes d(i; j); i; j 2 f1; : : : ; ng satisfying the triangular inequalityd(i; j) � d(i; k) + d(k; j); 8i; j; k; To �nd the minimum ost tour whih visits all the n points(i.e., a permutation of the n points).The Eulidean TSPThe metri spae is Eulidean, i.e., the points fp1; p2; : : : ; png are in <m and spei�edas m-tuples (x1; x2; : : : ; xm); the distane between points x = (x1; x2; : : : ; xm) and y =(y1; y2; : : : ; ym) is given byd(x; y) = q(x1 � y1)2 + : : :+ (xi � yi)2 + : : :+ (xm � ym)2:Karp's Partitioning ShemeProvides an approximation whih isO (pn) in the worst ase but almost optimal (in the average)if the points are hosen independantly and uniformly at random from [0; 1℄2. The restritionto [0; 1℄2 does not imply any loss of generality sine any problem an be saled to satisfy thisondition. The saling is made suh that the points \just �t" into [0; 1℄2 - as shown in Figure. 1- points are of the form that either A and B or C and D are present in the saled problem. Thisform of saling immediately gives a lower bound on the tour of 2.1Dept of Comp. Si., Stanford Univ.2Dept of Comp. Si. and Automation, Indian Institute of Siene, Bangalore.siddu�sa.iis.ernet.in 1



2 EUCLIDEAN TSP - KARP'S PARTITIONING SCHEMEA Naive AlgorithmDivide the problem spae P = [0; 1℄2 into a number of strips, and do a \raster san" aross thespae, visiting eah point from the nearest point along the raster. This is illustrated in Figure. 2If P is divided into l strips, eah of width 1=l, then the ost of the tour is (in the worst ase)= ost of san lines +n� deviation from san line to point= vertial + horizontal traversals +n� 2� 1=2l= 2 + (l + 1) +nl= l + 3 + nl :Choosing l to minimise this ost gives l = pn. This gives the worst ase ost of the tour asCNAIV E = 2pn+O (1) (1)= O (pn) : (2)Given a TSP instane with a onstant number of points, the brute fore method of trying allpossible tours and piking the least ost one is itself poly-time. The running time for s pointsis then O (s!). One approah to solving a general TSP is to partition the n points into smallsets of bounded size, obtain tours for eah of these subsets in poly-time, and ombine thesetours to obtain the omplete tour. Choosing a linear bound for the running time for solvingthe subproblems, we obtain the required bound on the size of the subsets ass! � n) s � log nlog log n :
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Figure 1: \Just-Fit" Saling of a problem instane to [0; 1℄2
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Figure 2: A Naive AlgorithmPartitioning the points into n=s subsets3 of size s gives the running time asns �O (n) :For the eulidean spae where m = 2 (whih is the ase we will onsider in the rest of thisleture), this partitioning an be done easily - divide P into qns vertial (say) strips, eahontaining a set of pns points. Again, divide eah of these into qns horizontal strips suh thateah partition Pi ontains s points. Find the optimal tour inside eah of these partitions bybrute-fore in O (n) time. These optimal tours are then joined by randomly piking a vertex ineah Pi, running NaiveTSP on this set, and interleaving the optimal subtours with the \san"returned by NaiveTSP; giving a omplete tour as shown in Figure. 3. It is found that randomlypiking the vertex from eah partition gives a aeptable aproximation with little omputationale�ort.Algorithm 1 KarpTSPInput : n points in [0; 1℄2 Eulidean spaeOutput : A tour over the n points whose ost exeeds the optimal by atmost (1 +O �qns�1: s log nlog log n2: divide [0; 1℄2 into qns vertial strips, eah ontaining pns points.3: divide eah strip into qns horizontal strips, eah resulting partition ontaining s points.4: set Q �3in the following, note that rounding down of frational values to their oor has nott been expliitly shownto preserve a leaner exposition.
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Figure 3: Karp's Partitioning Sheme5: for eah i 2 f1; : : : ; ns g do6: form set Pi eah ontaining the points in the i�th partition,7: �nd Ti, the optimal tour in Pi by brute fore,8: Q = Q [ fx j x randomly seleted from Pig9: end for10: tour T 0  NaiveTSP( Q )11: for eah x 2 Q j x 2 Pi do12: tour T  interleave Ti to T 0 at x13: end for14: return T15: doneThe tour returned by KarpTSP has a ost CKARP given byCKARP = ns � C�s + CNAIV E;n=swhere C�s is the ost of an optimal TSP over s points of a partition, and CNAIV E;n=s is theost of tour over ns points, returned by NaiveTSP.We know that NaiveTSP on a set of ns points yields a tour of ost2rns +O (1) :Now we establish a relation between the ost of the optimal tour (of the s points) in a partitionPi, all it z�i ; and the ost of that setion the optimal tour (over n points) whih passes through
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PointsFigure 4: Relating zi and z�i in a partitionPi, all it zi. We have the optimal tour over n pointsC� =XPi ziand the tour returned by our algorithmCKARP =XPi z�i + 2rns +O (1) : (3)We show next thatClaim 1 z�i � zi + 2p(Pi), where p(Pi) is the perimeter of the partition Pi.Proof: Let Si be the setSi = fs points of Pi g [fpoints on the intersetion of perimeter of Pi and the optimal tourgBy showing that an optimal tour over Si satis�es the required bound, we will have shown thatz�i also satis�es the same. The graph formed by the optimal tour over Si may be disonneted.By onneting adjaent boundary points, a onneted graph results. The points in Pi are ofeven degree in this graph, sine the optimal tour enters and leaves this partition. However,the introdued boundary verties ould be of odd degree. By repeating the required newly



6 EUCLIDEAN TSP - KARP'S PARTITIONING SCHEMEintrodues edges, all the points an be made to be of even degree. Then, the total length of allthese edges put together is z�i � zi + 2p(Pi)� zi + 2 �4qns� :gives us the required result.Now, we have from Equation. 3,CKARP �XPi z�i + 2rns +O (1)� C� + 2XPi p(Pi) + 2rns +O (1)� C� + 2�4rns�+ 2rns +O (1)) CKARP � C� +O�rns� :where in the third step we sum over the perimeters of all the partitions and where s = log nlog log n .In the next leture we show that if the points are hosen independently and uniformly at randomthen the expeted value of C� itself is large - O (pn) and hene CKARP is a suÆiently loseapproximation to C�.


